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Africa's best brands were revealed at the 4th Annual Brand Africa 100 last week. MTN came
out tops with a Grand Prix for Africa's Best Brand, as well as the Most Admired Brand in
Africa award.

Ngugi Mungai adds that consumers want enhanced digital branding. This boils down to
offering consumers choice in terms of flexibility, freedom, and convenience in when and
how they consume your brand. Offering tailored, inspiring content experiences works best.

Then, according to Dee Stephens, the line between content marketing and SEO is also
blurring - instead of opponents, they actually work hand in hand like a well-oiled machine.
That's because SEO or Search Engine Optimisation has always been about providing the
best online user experience through great content your readers can't help but engage with.
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Responsible for keeping a
finger on the pulse of the latest
happenings in the marketing
and media industry, this is an
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inbox with the other on your
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breaking news stories and
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